FAQ
How to connect to CMS Train environment:
Train environment can be accessed on https://damasifa-train.unicorn.eu/Cfrmset.asp. We
recommend using Internet Explorer as the browser is most compatible with CMS. There are no
certificates used on CMS so warnings considering expired certificates can be ignored. In case your
browser deems the website as dangerous, please add an exception for the address.
CMS menu does not respond:
For CMS to work on Internet Explorer, address "unicorn.eu" has to be added to the Compatibility
View in the browser's options.
When do the bidding window and nomination gate open and close for Explicit DA?
The Explicit DA bidding window is open from 09:40 to 10:00 CE(S)T. The Explicit DA nomination gate
is open from 12:05 to 14:00 CE(S)T.
The whole Explicit DA timing is as follows:
Daily Offered Capacity publication 09:35
Default Bids Generation 09:37
Open Entering of Daily Auction Bids 09:40
Close entering of Daily Auction Bids 10:00
Preliminary Daily Auction results publication 10:05
Final Daily Auction Results publication 10:15
Open Entering of Daily Nominations 12:05
Close entering of Daily Nominations 14:00
How would the Daily UIOSI be compensated under No-Deal Brexit?
The UIOSI formula is the same as currently. Instead of Day-Ahead Market Spread, the Day-Ahead
Explicit Auction Clearing Price will be used.
How would the Daily capacity be compensated in case of capacity curtailment under No-Deal
Brexit?
The Daily capacity will be compensated at the Initial Price Paid for the product.
How are the Daily nominations going to be compensated in case of nomination curtailment?
Nominations will not be curtailed; physical firmness still applies. Explicit Day Ahead capacity bought
in the Daily Auction will be firm from the point of the capacity successfully being purchased.
When using WebService, what is the right XML design for the Daily Auction?
The XML files used for Daily Auction are the same as the Intraday Auction files. The only difference is
the time period.

Where can I find the .xml templates for bidding?
All templates are available in the Help section at https://damasifa.unicorn.eu/Cfrmset.asp. The Help
section is located in the left corner of the page header (question mark in a bubble). In the ZIP file,
there is a folder with user templates.

What is the maximum bid number for each auction?
The standard maximum bid number per Capacity Trader is 20. This can be found in CMS in Auction
Specification.

